Objective: To use the neural signals preceding movement and motor imagery to predict which of the four movements/motor imageries is about to occur, and to access this utility for brain-computer interface (BCI) applications. Methods: Eight naïve subjects performed or kinesthetically imagined four movements while electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded from 29 channels over sensorimotor areas. The task was instructed with a specific stimulus (S1) and performed at a second stimulus (S2). A classifier was trained and tested offline at differentiating the EEG signals from movement/imagery preparation (the 1.5-s preceding movement/imagery execution). Results: Accuracy of movement/imagery preparation classification varied between subjects. The system preferentially selected event-related (de)synchronization (ERD/ERS) signals for classification, and high accuracies were associated with classifications that relied heavily on the ERD/ERS to discriminate movement/imagery planning. Conclusions: The ERD/ERS preceding movement and motor imagery can be used to predict which of the four movements/imageries is about to occur. Prediction accuracy depends on this signal's accessibility. Significance: The ERD/ERS is the most specific pre-movement/imagery signal to the movement/imagery about to be performed.
Introduction
The goal of this study was to prove the viability of a movement/ imagery prediction brain-computer interface (BCI), and to discover which electroencephalography (EEG) neural signals would be best for controlling such a device. We focused on EEG because it is noninvasive and mobile. Additionally, we restricted the device to decoding pre-movement/imagery signals with cued movements/ imageries.
BCIs are important medical devices for patients who have lost control of their motor faculties, and can no longer outwardly express their needs and thoughts. A BCI enables these ''locked in" patients to control a computer with their brain activity for communication, mobility, and other purposes. In practice, the most common neural signals to use as BCI inputs are movement-related signals, because they are well defined and natural to the user. Movement-controlled BCIs allow the patient to indicate a choice by making or imagining one of several predefined movements.
Current movement-controlled BCIs have two major drawbacks. First, they rapidly fatigue the patient by requiring sustained movement/imagery for several seconds. Neural signals associated with non-sustained movement/imagery subside quickly, and a longer sample of data is required for classification (Neuper et al., 2005) . Second, after the neural signal is obtained, the device can require several seconds to classify it, especially if sophisticated techniques are involved (Brunner et al., 2006) . This causes a waiting time between the patient's actions and the BCI response, decreasing the BCI's usability and convenience. To address these problems, we proposed a BCI that used the brain signals preceding movement execution and imagery (a prediction BCI). This enabled the extraction of more than 1 s of preparatory neural information from a single non-sustained movement/imagery, and had the potential to reduce the perceived waiting time between the patient's actions and BCI response by using earlier neural signals.
We created a prediction BCI that selected the neural signals that gave it the best results for predicting which of the four movements was about to be executed or imagined: right-hand squeeze, lefthand squeeze, tongue press on the roof of the mouth, or right foot toe curl. The movement was instructed with a specific stimulus (S1) and performed at a second stimulus (S2). We anticipated that the BCI would rely on one of the two predominant EEG signals 
